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Across

6. i have a strong ------ for tomatoes 

ever since one squirted my eye 10 years 

ago.

9. root for "know" or "think"

10. my guitar teacher -------- my 

tardiness when he saw the weary look in 

my eyes.

11. it was easy to teach the ------ dog to 

roll over.

12. prefix for "bad" or "evil"

13. root for "to be first","rule", or 

"govern"

17. my natural ---------- for music allows 

me to learn guitar fast.

18. root for "city" or "state"

20. prefix for "outside"

24. i attempted to --------- walk into 

class late without the teacher noticing.

26. There was a ------- amount of cars in 

the parking lot; i couldn't even find a 

spot!

27. root for "god" or "religion"

28. this weeks weather keeps -----------, 

so its very difficult to plan outfits.

30. many women wear makeup to -------- 

their natural beauty

Down

1. my mom ------- me for the hair in the 

shower drain, but it wasn't me.

2. as an ---------, i find it easy to make 

new friends

3. when my cat's seizure ------, i was 

able to take him to the vet.

4. root for "time"

5. The ----- in the lobby at the end of 

the day can be quite overwhelming

7. many teenage girls ------- popular 

singers because they think it's cool

8. I dont like math class because it's 

boring and -------.

14. i had to practice the emergency 

-------- for my lifeguarding jobs.

15. my mom doesn't allow my ----- 

soccer cleats in the car without a window 

open.

16. my dad ---------- me for missing the 

bus by grounding me for the weekend.

19. my brother made a -------- comment 

comparing my driving to a blind squirrel

21. i hate when i have to --------- sheet 

music from one key to another.

22. the ---------- wizard was always one 

step ahead.

23. root for "grass" or "weed"

25. root for "faith" or "trust"

29. root for "bearing" or "waging"


